Prevention and treatment of postburn scars and contracture.
The management of postburn reconstruction is complicated by the frequent occurrence of multiple reconstructive needs in a single patient. This article presents a simple, comprehensive approach to burn scar reconstruction. The primary aim of the surgeon is to prevent burn scar deformity by rapid wound closure, correction of tissue deficiencies, and assiduous attention to postoperative splinting and compression therapy. The initial step in managing secondary deformities is to prioritize reconstructive needs. Reconstruction is then carried out in a stepwise fashion aiming to restore active function first, followed by passive function, and finally addressing aesthetic reconstruction. Reconstructive techniques are applied in a hierarchy from simplest to most complex. Primary excision and closure of scars by reorientating the scar to the lines of relaxed skin tension can significantly improve appearance. The use of z-plasty, flap repair, and tissue expansion are also reviewed. Skin expansion, in particular, has become the standard management of postburn alopecia and, although associated with a relatively high rate of complication, has significantly improved the aesthetic appearance of such patients. The management of common problems affecting the face is discussed with particular reference to management of the eyelids, oral commissure, and lips. These areas need to be reconstructed as aesthetic units and each requires individualized management of donor tissue. The reconstruction of the burn patient is often a long process requiring multiple procedures. The approach presented here advocates a stepwise, prioritized approach aiming at both maximum function as well as optimal appearance.